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ABSTRACT

With the ongoing diffusion of mobile computing and context-aware applications, knowledge of the current 
location of an individual can be leveraged in a number of different domains, from personal diaries and 
fitness-related applications to human behavior analysis and targeted advertising. This chapter presents 
a review of past research works describing techniques for utilizing smartphone sensors to identify the 
environment where a smartphone user is located. The review focuses on studies where user location can 
be computed autonomously and continuously by a smartphone without the need for an active involvement 
of the user, and where issues such as power consumption and dependence of sensor readings from the 
on-body position of the phone are addressed.

INTRODUCTION

With the ongoing diffusion of mobile computing and context-aware applications, knowledge of the cur-
rent location of an individual can be leveraged in a number of different domains, from personal diaries 
and fitness-related applications to human behavior analysis and targeted advertising.

Mobile phones are routinely carried by their owner during daily activities, and the embedded sensors 
commonly found in modern devices can be used to capture data of interest from the area surrounding an 
individual; these data can then be processed to estimate the current location of the phone user.

Two different categories of localization studies can be identified: indoor/outdoor detection and indoor 
localization. In the first category, the aim is to differentiate between indoor and outdoor areas, while 
the second category comprises all the studies addressing the challenges encountered in identifying the 
location of a person in an indoor environment, where the majority of people spend most of their time, 
and where the technology typically used for outdoor localization (i.e. satellite-based positioning) is 
generally not available.

The capability to automatically differentiate between indoor and outdoor environments can be used 
for example to enable an efficient use of power-hungry sensors such as GPS receivers, possibly selecting 
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alternative localization methods while indoors; applications that recognize and analyze human activities 
can leverage indoor/outdoor detection for improved accuracy, given that many activities can only be 
executed either in indoor environments or outdoors; other examples of possible uses are automatic im-
age annotation when a picture is taken with a smartphone, or adaptation of phone settings to the current 
environment type (e.g. increasing ringer and notification sound volume when outdoors).

A typical use of indoor localization techniques is for personal navigation, especially useful in large 
buildings such as shopping malls, hospitals, airport terminals, university campuses, or office buildings; 
more advanced uses are made possible by the proliferation of mobile apps that can leverage location 
information: for example, a museum visitor can access detailed information about the nearby items on 
display; a customer in a grocery store can search for a specific product and easily reach the aisle where the 
product is located; other applications allow precise tracking of people in need of care, such as children, 
elders or disabled people. In addition, human activity classification algorithms can greatly benefit from 
knowledge of the physical location of an individual, since in many cases location is highly correlated to 
the activity being carried out (e.g. sleeping is typically done in the bedroom, and cooking in the kitchen).

This article presents a review of past research works describing techniques for utilizing smartphone 
sensors to identify the environment where a smartphone user is located. The review focuses on studies 
where user location can be computed autonomously and continuously by a smartphone, without the need 
for an active involvement of the user, and where issues such as power consumption and dependence of 
sensor readings from the on-body position of the phone are addressed.

BACKGROUND

In the last few decades there has been an increasing interest in positioning technologies. The deployment 
of a number of satellites in the Earth’s orbit enabled satellite-based positioning, whose main use case 
was vehicle navigation, but due to poor performance of this technology in indoor areas, indoor location 
methods have to rely on other means. The first indoor location techniques required carrying specialized 
devices and/or deploying ad-hoc hardware in the environment; then, the continuous enhancement of 
mobile phone sensing and computation capabilities, and the widespread deployment of infrastructure 
for wireless communication opened new frontiers for indoor localization; now, an increasing number 
of location-based services are made possible by different technologies for locating people in indoor 
environments.

Many pervasive computing applications are enabled or can be enhanced by knowledge of the current 
user context; while the exact definition of user context can vary between applications, physical loca-
tion is an important piece of information in defining the context for many applications. Thus, methods 
for automatic localization of users can be considered as part of the more general issue of user context 
recognition (Hoseini-Tabatabaei, Gluhak, & Tafazolli, 2013).

Virtually all sensors and communication interfaces embedded in modern smartphones can be used 
for localization: receivers for wireless technologies such as GSM, GPS, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and even FM 
radio can detect and identify existing infrastructure such as cell towers or Wi-Fi access points; inertial 
and orientation sensors can detect physical movements and orientation changes of the phone, and thus 
their readings can be correlated to movements of the phone user; other sensors can capture character-
istics of the surrounding environment from which useful information for localization can be extracted.
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